from gut feeling to data-driven

From gut feeling to data-driven
The top 2 fail factors of startup ventures
are 'not having the right team' and 'having
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Venture Metrix provides clear starting
points on how to increase the success
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improve the internal group dynamics and
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a proposition customers don't want’.
But how do you assess the quality of the team and the
proposition in relation to a venture's success?
That is easier said than done. So, it is not surprising that
investors, stakeholders, accelerators, coaches and
mentors often rely on their gut feelings to make those

product-market fit.
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To assess and improve success rate
Venture Metrix provides a standard to assess and
benchmark the success rate of ventures. Venture Metrix
generates a score for the level of 'chemistry within the
team', and the level of 'consistency of the proposition’.
The first we call Team Click, the second Customer Click.
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decisions.
Venture Metrix is designed to get you from gut feeling to
know how. Venture Metrix combines psychological
insights with business sense and provides clear data to
make data-driven decisions.
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The combination of Team Click and Customer Click
creates the true magic of a successful venture. Both
processes become mutually reinforcing: team members
make an interpersonal click, and the proposition makes a
click with the customer.
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Venture Metrix unravels Team and Customer Click for
multiple factors so you can take appropriate actions to
increase the success rate of your venture.
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Venture Metrix helps stakeholders & founders
to assess and improve the success rate of their ventures
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Venture Metrix Scores

The Venture Metrix Scores provide clear insight
into the quality and progress of a venture.
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Customer Click

The Team Click score is an indication of team
development: the chemistry between team members and
their ability to cooperate
effectively.
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The Customer Click score is an indication of the quality and
consistency of the proposition: the degree of emotional
consistency
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results, the more energetic the team is.
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Venture Talents

Team Talent Scores

Do you want your venture to be innovative, business oriented or strong in getting things done?
The Venture Talents Scores provide a clear indication of the strengths and weaknesses of the venture from three Team
different
Talent Scores
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perspectives: being inspiring & innovative, being sales driven & market savvy and being capable & realistic.
Do you want your team to be innovative, busin
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Benefits for Stakeholders
•
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(lasting) uniqueness

And there will never be a team that scores a 10
cannot be everything at the same time. These
wisely, too.

Benefits for Ventures

Risk Reduction
low
More Objective Decision
Makinghigh
More Effective Interventions
of product
Better Team Performance
Stronger Value Proposition

It is important to note that there is no such th
without a clear motive and context. For som
talents are crucial. Others might need more inn
capability to really execute. And over time,
change. In the early stages, innovation might
executive talent. But in more advanced stage
crucial.
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